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Abstract 
Peer-to-Peer Full-text retrieval requires distributed intersection/
union operations across wide area networks, raising a large amount 
of traffic cost. Existing schemes commonly utilize Bloom Filters 
(BFs) encoding to effectively reduce the traffic cost during the 
intersection/union operations. In this paper, we address the problem 
of Potency the settings of a BF. We show, through mathematical 
proof, that the Potency setting of BF in terms of traffic cost is 
determined by the statistical information of the involved inverted 
lists, not the minimized false positive rate as claimed by previous 
studies. Through numerical analysis, we demonstrate how to 
obtain Potency settings. To better evaluate the performance of 
this design, we conduct comprehensive simulations on TREC 
WT10G test collection and query logs of a major commercial web 
search engine. Results show that our design significantly reduces 
the search traffic and latency of the existing approaches.
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I. Introduction
With the emergence of peer-to-peer (P2P) [1] file sharing 
applications, millions of users have used P2P systems to search 
desired data. A P2P network has shown a great potential to become 
a popular network tool for sharing information on the web [2]. 
Existing P2P retrieval mechanisms provide a scalable distributed  
Hash Table (DHT) [3] that allows every individual keyword to 
be mapped to a set of documents/nodes across the network that 
contains the keyword. For Full-text search, the simple solution 
which merges the results of each keyword search incurs a lot of 
traffic.
It is well known that Bloom Filter (BF) [4] is an effective way to 
reduce such traffic cost [5-6]. By transmitting the encoded sets 
instead of raw sets among peers, the traffic cost can be effectively 
saved. Applying BF is not difficult, but how to get Potency results 
in terms of minimum traffic cost is not trivial.
We show mathematically that the Potency setting of BF in terms 
of traffic cost is determined by the global statistical information of 
the involved items on both sides, not the minimized false positive 
rate as claimed by the previous studies.
We conduct comprehensive trace-driven simulations on Text 
Retrieval Conference (TREC) WT10G test collection and the 
query logs of a major commercial web search engine to evaluate 
the performance of this design.
To summarize, we made the following main contributions in this 
work:

We show mathematically that the Potency setting of BF in • 
terms of traffic cost is determined by the numbers of items 
involved on both sides when using a BF.
We derive an effective approach to achieve BF Potency • 
settings through numerical analysis.

The road map of this paper is outlined as follows: Section II 
discusses related work. Section III, introduces the system design. 
Section IV describes the Performance evaluation. Future Work is 
presented in Section V. We conclude the paper in Section VI.

II. Related Work
DHT-based retrieval engines are based on distributed indexes 
that partition a logically global inverted index in a physically 
distributed manner. Currently, there are two kinds of distributed 
index mechanisms: single-term-based inverted indexes and term-
set-based indexes.
Retrieval with a single-term-based distributed index can retrieve 
the list of documents/nodes for each keyword in a query. In 
frequent terms of a document are selected to be published into 
the global index. Full-text search is performed by first locating 
the position of the DHT node which is responsible for a given 
keyword and then performing a local search in the posting list 
for other keywords. 
Finally, the list of documents that contain all the keywords is 
returned as the results. Little is known about the performance of 
the full text search using selected keyword publishing, because 
a few selected frequent terms may not be representative for a 
document and such replication strategy may incur unacceptable 
storage and traffic cost.
By transmitting the BFs of sets instead of raw sets among peers, 
block by block, the BF-based schemes effectively reduced the 
traffic cost. Reynolds and Vahdat [5] claim that Potency BF 
settings can be achieved through minimizing the false positive 
of a BF. In this paper, we show that minimizing the false positive 
of a BF is far from Potency settings.
Another strategy to reduce the traffic cost is to pre-compute the 
index using term-set indexing techniques. Some preliminary 
experiments in have shown that the term-set-based indexing is 
promising for Full-text search across the wide area network. The 
major drawback of term-set-based index is the exponential index 
size. To reduce the unacceptable index size, we proposed to index 
only highly discriminative keyword (HDK) combinations in a 
distributed global index. Although their method can reduce the 
total number of combinations in the global index, a large number 
of keys generated by HDK schemes are never or rarely used in 
queries, causing substantial consumption of both resources of 
bandwidth and storage.
The scheme relies on a very large query log, which probably is 
unavailable for nodes in a P2P system. Bender et al. [20] proposed 
to index keyword sets in queries issued by P2P users. In their 
design, a DHT node responsible for keyword x stores additional 
posting lists for term sets including x that are frequently searched 
together in previous query logs. Although such a term-set indexing 
scheme reduces the scale of indexes, it suffers from the problem 
of cold start because a distributed intersection operation is also 
required if a query has not been searched before.

III. System Model
In this section, we first give a brief overview of our hybrid P2P 
network design for P2P Full-text search, and focus on how to 
optimize the traffic cost of DHT based Full-text search using 
an Potency BF. We then describe the optimization strategies 
for “AND” queries and “OR” queries. And also we propose an 
optimized intersection-order strategy for Full-text queries.
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A. System Summary
In this model, a hybrid P2P network [16] is a combination of 1) an 
unstructured P2P network which can use a gossiping algorithm to 
gather global statistical information, and 2) a BF enabled overlay 
based on DHT global inverted indexes. Each peer participates in 
an unstructured network and acts as a structured DHT node as 
well. With the facility of an unstructured network, the system 
utilizes a push-synopsis gossip algorithm for gathering the global 
statistical information such as keyword popularity.
The virtual host technique [17] has been widely used to address the 
load balance issue of decentralized structure P2Ps caused by the 
wide variation in node capacity (heterogeneity) and heavy-tailed 
query distributions (skew). Using the concept of virtual servers, 
each physical node can be responsible for more than one logical 
host depending on its capacity.
In this model, we use the strategy proposed by Rao et al. Where 
each light node periodically and randomly probes a heavy node 
in the DHT. Then, the heavy node selects and transfers to the light 
one a virtual server, which will not make the light one overloaded. 
Since the network bandwidth is the major resource bottleneck in 
web server-like workload, in the design, we mainly focus on the 
traffic cost. To cope with the unbalanced load caused by skewed 
distribution of query terms, we can use the splitting and merging 
strategies proposed by Rao et al.

B. Minimizing Traffic Cost for Full-text Search
Before we introduce our algorithm for Full-text search, we list 
the notations used in our algorithm in Table 1.

Table 1: Notation Used in Algorithm

    Notation        Description

 n Number of elements inserted  into a BF
m Size of Bit vector used as a BF
k Number of hash functions used for a BF
f false positive rate of a BF

Minimized false positive rate of a BF

X The set of the IDs of the documents that 
containing keyword x

BF(X) The BF for set X
The estimated intersection of sets X and Y 
based on BF(X) and Y.

R Number of bits eacg item.

1. AND Query
A common solution for Full-text search needs conducting a 
distributed intersection operation in a wide area network. Fig. 
2(a) gives an example of a two-keyword (x, y) search. The query 
is first routed to the DHT node which is responsible for keyword x. 
Then, X, the set of identifiers of documents that contain keyword 
x, is transmitted to the node which is responsible for keyword y 
for a consequent intersection operation to achieve X \ Y , where Y 
is the set of document identifiers whose corresponding documents 
contain keyword y. The final results are returned to the client.

Fig. 2: Strightforward Distributed Intersection Versus BF-Based 
Strategy

Algorithm 1 Distributed algorithm for  “AND” query
Require: Query q(x and y);
Lists of postings separately containing x and y accommodate by 
DHT nodes Sx and Sy in a distributed manner. 
Ensure: List of documents containing both x and y
Step (1): issue query
1: Sx identifies the set X which contains all the documents 
containing x.
2: Sx generates a BF with Potency settings for X using hash 
functions {hj(.), 1 }
3: Sx transmits BF(X) to Sy
Step (3): compute Y
1: Sy identifies the set Y which contains all the documents 
containing y.
2: Y  
3: for i = 1 to |Y| do
4: Sy checks bi, an item of Y against BF(X) with hash functions 
{hj(.), 1 }
5: if  then
6: 
7: Sy transmits Y  to Sx
Step (4): reserve verification
1: Sx picks out the false positive.
2: 
3: Sx sends the results :  to the client.

2. OR Query
In some applications, we need “OR” queries, which desire the 
results containing any keyword in the query. Such query is 
critical for queries whose keywords are rare in the system. A 
search engine may combine both the “AND” and “OR” results 
for a Full-text query to the users. Fig. 4a presents an example of 
the straightforward strategy for a two-keyword “OR” query. At 
the beginning, the query is  separately sent to the DHT nodes 
responsible for keywords x and y, respectively. Then, the DHT 
nodes separately send back the complete list for each keyword. At 
last, the results of both keywords are merged at the client. Thus, 
the total traffic cost is (|X| + |Y|) r.
In our design shown in Fig. 4b, the query is first routed to the 
DHT node which is responsible for keyword x. Then, BF(X) will 
be forwarded to the DHT node that is responsible for keyword 
y to pick out the documents which are not in X by checking 
elements in Y using BF(X). Only the set picked out, denoted 
by Y -BF(X), is returned to the client for a consequent union 
operation. Algorithm 2 shows the process of distributed union 
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for “OR” queries in detail.
The traffic cost can be quantified as

           

Fig. 4: Straightforward Distributed Union Versus BF-Based 
Strategy

Algorithm 2 Distributed algorithm for “OR” queries
Require: Query q(x or y).
Lists of postings separately containing x and y  and accommodated 
by DHT nodes Sx and Sy in a distributed manner.
Ensure: The estimated set of documents containing x or y
Step (1): issue query
1: Client chooses Sx to send query q (x, y).
Step (2): return result X
1: Sx identifies the list of postings X which contains the documents 
containing x.
2: Sy sends X to the client.
Step (3): computing BF(X).
1: Sx Creates an empty m-bits bit vector for BF(X), the boolm 
filter with minimized false positive, for X.
2: Sx generates a BF with Potency settings for X using hash 
functions { }.
3: Sx transimits BF(X) to Sy.
Step (4): estimation union
1: Sy identifies the list of postings, Y, which contains the documents 
containing y.
2: Y – BF (X)  .
3: for i = 1 to |Y| do
4: Sy checks item bi against BF(X) by using hash functions {

}.
5: if  then
6: .
7: Sy transmits Y – BF(X) to the client.

IV. Performance Evalution
In this section, we first introduce the metrics that we use in 
evaluation. Then we analyze how to achieve BF Potency settings 
for the algorithm proposed.

A. Metrics
In the evaluation, we mainly consider two metrics, traffic and 
search latency.

1. Traffic
P2P traffic has a significant impact on the underlying network. 
Heavy network traffic limits the scalablity of P2P networks. We 
define the traffic as network resource used in the search process, 
which is mainly a function of length of the links, the bandwidths, 
and other related expenses.
In the P2P network, when a message is transferred over the 
application layer overlay network from a peer to another, the 
message actually traverses a path consisting of a set of underlying 
physical links. The cost caused by this single hop over the P2P 
overlay is calculated by adding up the cost of the underlying 
links: Tc = M .

2. Search Latency
Short search latency is always described in P2P systems. Search 
Latency for query is the sum of the underlying Internet latency 
during each hop in overlay between the time when query is issued 
and the first result is returned. The overall transmission time is 
computed by M/B +L/s.

B. Potency Setting of Bloom Filter
In this section, we show how to achieve the minimized traffic 
cost defined in the above by using Potency settings of BFs. We 
consider three typical situations. 1) |X| <|Y|, 2) |X| =|Y| and 3) 
|X| > |Y|. Which show that the average URL length measured in 
character length is 31.2 characters. We adjust the parameters m 
and k and examine how the value of f(m ,k) changes.
We find that the intersection order is critical for minimizing the 
traffic cost. The Potency strategy is setting m to 0 that means 
transmitting no BF but fetching the original set Y to the DHT node 
that is responsible for keyword x. The minimal value of f(m, k) 
can be achieved when m is set as an Potency value.
The results demonstrate that the Potency BF is determined by the 
popularities of keywords and the intersection order. Much benefit 
can be achieved if we transfer the BF for the set of a less popular 
keyword to the DHT node responsible for a popular keyword 
during the process of distributed intersection. Based on these 
observations, given |X|, |Y|, the objective of our Potency BF-
based intersection algorithm is to enable each node intelligently 
choose the Potency m and the intersection order to achieve the 
minimal traffic cost.

V. Feature Work
This paper considers Potency settings of the BF in Full-text 
retrieval. But considering the Potency settings of the Bloom Filters 
are not consider the false positive rate. This can be reduced by 
using other Bloom Filters types. This will take as future research 
work from this paper.

VI. Conclusion
In this paper, we show mathematically that the Potency setting 
of BF in terms of traffic cost is determined by the numbers of 
items involved on both sides. We derive an effective approach to 
achieve BF Potency settings through numerical analysis. We also 
proposed the Potency order strategies for both “AND” and “OR” 
queries. We conduct comprehensive simulations based on TREC 
WT10G test collection and the query logs of a commercial web 
search engine. Simulation results show that our design outperforms 
existing work. In the future work, we will try to examine the 
performance of more comprehensive solutions by using larger 
scale data collections.
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